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Make teaching available on a daily basis.  (:12). Changes in humanity, have to learn the 

true meaning of the peace means. Asks governments for 1 day of peace each month. He 

put CO2 Gans in flower vase and last long time.  June 21 is a day of Peace. (:22).  If after 

21st August no Peace, Keshe will dismantle all weapons on the planet. We have access to 

your brain. Man will only accept technology out of fear. He has Nano coated wires on 

Computer to shield from waves. Keshe has 35 years experience with high level 

governments around world. (:33). They accused him of betraying humanity by giving 

USB stick to all world governments, but they still failed to act. In time he will 

demonstrate silencing the guns. He demonstrated with Dr. Eliya to stop reactor #2 in Star 

Formation. One Jewish business man stopped selling knives because one man bought his 

knife and killed with it. He will show both sides of the technology good and bad, can 

make the muscles fall off of man. If by Jan 2016 governments don't act on the peace he 

will show destructive power of technology.    (:51).   Mr. Gee ? is one of the core 

members and make a presentation, part 2. Picture from Hubble of a Plasma in space. 

Difficult to follow this man. The Trinity.  (2:13).  Keshe starts teaching. Gee is a true 

passenger of space, lives on a boat, and he has no obligation and lot of time on hands to 

think about these things. Future will bring plenty of time to soul search. Message for Bret 

and his military contacts and Colonel Hanky, to stop firing bullets one day a months. 

Americans make the first move for peace.  (2:22).  Take down a satellite. GPS was a 

conversion of military satellite to civilian use. (2:36). John Searl from last week is ill in 

hospital with breathing problem. Keshe says many world scientist have an extra sack that 

forms just off the windpipe. He doesn't prepare notes, it's all spontaneous from the soul. 

The 5+1 Treaty.  Discussion of Star Formation when one reactor sinks. How to control 

the MG fields of reactor. You can use a reactor to make the car fly, by creating a MG 

field strength around car. (3:07).  Going over reactor, add Fe to reactor. The MG fields 

are locked, that is why you don't see lift. Look for physical interaction, plasma layers that 

slide over each other. This gives you MG fields and a vacuum, the totality of MG fields 

multiple to huge level of energy. Find a gaping material so they can slide over each other. 

It's sitting so close to you, you don't see it. The coke bottle. Understand Magnetic 

separations. Look how the muscles in body are separation. This replicates the structure of 

the cells. The earth is in the Plasma of the sun so whatever we build on earth, the size 

doesn't matter. Can make gold. Rick is on the right track. Housewives work with it 

everyday (salt?). It's Nano Materials. This is how the Gans of blood moves so fast in the 

heart. Get a Gans in a box, then black accumulation on bottom. (3:35). Going over 

separations. We have chosen you and do our job through you. Nano material with 

separation, I think you have to create a Gans/Nano material.   Flying in 2 ways, the 

essence of thinking or by physicality of action. How to choose the middle layer to move 

in the opposite direction. (3:56) Each of the 12 core members brought a piece of the 

puzzle, but you didn't put it together. This is like the first Wright Brothers plane. Need to 

understand Deuterium. The knowledge was with Zoroaster and flying carpet. Book #2 

about the light, the Gans stays separate but magnetically connected.  

 


